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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

Is blending the new fuel switch challenge?  

MUCH was written on the havoc that IMO 2020 - the compulsory switch to very low sulphur fuel

oil (VLSFO) on 1 January 2020 - was supposed to wreak on shipping.

Much of this debate revolved around the availability - or not - of VLSFO. A lot of people,

including your scribe, thought that the switch was too extensive and too quick and that VLSFO

would not be sufficiently available on time.

Let’s face it, we were wrong but also partially…right. Why were we right? When we said that

there would not be enough VLSFO, we had in mind so-called straight-run fuels, meaning fuels

directly issued from the refining process.

There was, and still is, not enough supply of straight run low sulphur fuels. We were wrong,

however, in the sense that the industry’s answer was, and is, to blend all sorts of fuels to create

enough supply of VLSFO.

In short, the 1 January deadline was met mainly by blended fuels and through scrubbers or

exhaust gases cleaning systems (EGCS) so that the portion of the fleet equipped with these

devices can carry on burning heavy fuel oil (HFO).

A quick word on scrubbers, as two developments have occurred recently which were not

anticipated by their proponents. The first is that heavy corrosion has been found on a number of

scrubbers, with videos even circulating that show sea water from a heavily corroded scrubber

cascading down the engine room of a Capesize.

The second development is that the discount between HFO and VLSFO has melted like snow in

the sun: it is averaging today around $50. Well, not long ago scrubber champions were looking

at a 6-12 month payback period on their equipment based on a discount predicted to be

anywhere between $200 and $300.

With a spread of $50, the payback is now looking more like five years and that is if during these

five years there is no need for extensive works on the installation due to heavy corrosion.
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Topic of the Week continued

Let us now switch to the the vast majority of the industry which is forced to use VLSFO to meet the regulations. This has associated

problems, too. While blending was always an option, there have long been warnings about stability problems, causing many

commentators to say it should not become the main route to obtaining VLSFO. But effectively it has. Blending different types of fuel oil

to achieve 0.5% sulphur content can create problems in terms of both the compatibility and stability of the final products.

Fuel instability

Fuel oils used in shipping contain asphaltenes which are hydrocarbon structures with a high molecular weight and a high

carbon/hydrogen ratio. If the asphaltenes do not stay suspended in the fuel, they fall down as sludge and the fuel becomes unstable.

This process is called ‘asphaltene precipitation’. This sludge is difficult to remove especially when in the worst case it becomes solid and

must then be removed manually.

The stability of a fuel is defined by CIMAC as follows:

The stability of a residual fuel is defined by its resistance to precipitate asphaltenic sludge despite being subjected to forces, such as thermal

and ageing stresses, while handled and stored under normal operating conditions.

While stability is a characteristic of a single fuel as supplied, compatibility is the ability of two or more fuels to be comingled without

evidence of material separation; or, in other words, with no sludge forming when the fuels are mixed. The difficulty is that two

individually stable fuels may become incompatible when mixed. Two stable fuels that are compatible at some mixing ratios may also

become incompatible at other mixing ratios.

From the crew’s perspective, the result of using an unstable fuel is identical to the impact of having mixed two incompatible fuels. In

these two cases, excessive sludge concentration may form in tanks which can end up choking purifiers, filters, fuel injection equipment

and even the fuel lines themselves!

These issues of stability and compatibility, especially regarding blended fuels, were flagged years ago and ample reading material is

available on them.

There is another problem, which was not publicised as much before 1 January, and that is the excessive wear of cylinder liners which has

been observed since the new regulations came into force. If we take a modern Handysize vessel, say a 5 year old 40,000 dwt vessel with

a 5 cylinder 2 stroke slow speed diesel engine, we can say that cylinder liners are expected to last at least 5 years.
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Topic of the Week continued

Typically they will be replaced when the wear reaches 0.8% of the original diameter. For a typical 50 centimeter diameter liner, this

means that the replacement will be due when the wear reaches 4mm (500*0.008). By the way, this wear is not evenly spread but tends to

be more concentrated toward the port and starboard side of the cylinder liner.

The “normal” wear is about 0.1 mm per 1,000 hours of running so the 4mm maximum wear will be reached in 40,000 running hours.

Assuming 250 days or 6,000 hours at sea per year, the maximum allowed wear will be reached in 6.7 years (40,000/6,000). The first

indications available are pointing toward a reduction of the life of cylinder liners of about 20% - or nearly a year - due to the use of

VLSFO. A substantial ship management company is reporting that since the changeover to VLSFO a higher wear rate on the cylinder

liners has been observed across their managed fleet.

Carbon deposits

The process contributing to this excessive wear can be described as follows: due to the low sulphur content in the fuel, the desired

controlled corrosion on the liner surface is not being achieved. Over time this leads first to the polishing of the liner surfaces, while then

it becomes difficult to retain the cylinder oil lubrication film, leading ultimately to the ‘scuffing’ of the liner.

At the same time, carbon deposits are formed on the landing areas of the piston crown and rings due to certain elements present in

VLSFO. The carbon deposits in most cases are not cleared by the cylinder oil. This reinforces the first process of polishing the liners.

As mentioned above, most of the VLSFO being used globally is from blended grades, with the presence of various chemicals like Indene,

Styrene, DPCD and FAME reported in these blends. At the same time, the impact of these contaminants is not fully documented by the

available literature. So these contaminants could create other problems as well. This is being investigated now, though perhaps this

should have been done before the 1 January switch?

A liner on a Handysize costs around $15,000 before a potential rebate so even if the switch to VLSFO finishes by halving the life of

cylinder liners we are talking about adding only around $40 dollars per day to OPEX (15,000*5/5/360= 41.7) which is manageable.

So, why the article then? Because the excessive wear processes described above can lead to the breakdown of the main engine, mainly

through piston ring breakage, which can in turn lead to fires in the space under the piston. Could we see ships stopped at sea as a result

of scrubber breakdown or main engine breakdown, all due to a poorly managed switch to low sulphur fuel?
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